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Securing digital assets in PDAs
SecureDoc PDA® addresses the needs of an organization's increasingly mobile workforce, with more
and more data to protect than ever. SecureDoc PDA utilizes the versatility and security of WinMagic's
award-winning SecureDoc functionality, offering strong encryption through the 256-bit AES
encryption algorithm. The encryption process takes place transparently in the background, invisible
to PDA users.
Flash cards, SD Cards, Multimedia Cards, Micro Drives, and other removable media are encrypted
automatically. Removable media can be transferred to other PDA's and accessed through the
SecureDoc PDA user's key, protecting a user's vital information from unauthorized access.

SecureDoc PDA's Unique Features
Strong Encryption

SecureDoc PDA encrypts data through virtual drive encryption utilizing the AES encryption algorithm. This
encryption algorithm gives users better performance than other algorithms with a greater amount of security.

Removable Media
Encryption

SecureDoc PDA encrypts removable media such as flash cards, SD cards, multimedia cards, micro drives and
other removable media. All files in your virtual disks on your removable media are automatically
encrypted so data cannot accidentally be exposed to unauthorized users.

Strong Password
Protection

Strong password protection is used to protect users' encrypted data. There are no symbols used which could
leave scratches on the screen revealing your pin to an unauthorized user. In addition, versatile key labeling is
provided so users can share encrypted files, and removable media.

Secure ActivSync

Synchronization between other PCs is protected through a secure password SecureDoc PDA can be synchronized
with any version of the Windows Operating system.

Account Lockout
Protection

Accounts can be set up to automatically lockout after a password is entered incorrectly a set amount of times,
protecting secure data from brute-force attacks and unauthorized access.

Feature Rich and
Easy to Use GUI

SecureDoc PDA allows users to have the security of encryption without complicated installation and configuration
processes. SecureDoc installs in the background and encrypts PDA's and removable media transparently so users
are not even aware their information is encrypted. The simple-to-use GUI makes installation and administration of
SecureDoc PDA simple for any user.
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